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New knowledge gave us control over
atom. Can the same knowledge give us en'
control over men to guarantee our future ?
Scientology was born from the
the same crucible as t?
Atom Bomb. Scientology is the behavior science of the
20th Centrury. The goal of
itology is sidpciei confutrol over the aberrations of
tu re despite the weapons of
same urgency as the
Brought into existence by
Atom Bomb itself, famous men
ve stated that Scientology may be the most im portant
Century.
No past study of Man has brought to Man
understanding of himself to give him freedom. As
as Man is slave to his aberrations, his fears, his
M ankind cannot be free.
If Man is to Survive he must conquer those
in himself which give him War, Crim inality and
ity. U ntil he has conquered these he is not safe.
Twenty-five years in development, Scientology ‘Has
been found to conquer these.
In four years of public test it has proven itself.
It is the only fully validated science of hum an be
havior in existence today.
Developed by a classmate of the men who made the
Atom Bomb, developed by a scientist whose sense of
hum anity would not perm it him to use his learning to
serve chaos, Scientology, a science of hum an behavior,
came from the very formulas which, in less responsible
hand destroyed cities and seek now to destroy nations.
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lent'cfiogy, tne tw entietn Century science of belor, makes the able more able. It has been in use for
jars on national leaders. Public interest in Scienis preventing war.
In a few hours Scientology can make the lame walk,
[blind see. In a few years it can make a world safe
gh to own an Atom Bomb.
[Scientology is yours to use. But being yours, you too
help in bringing into action all now that Man can
•

ontrol the Men who control the Atom
help. W ith this science you can do your
ion’s tomorrow.
CAN YOU HELP
‘i rst— bring yourself to your highest peak of efcy.
e world is poor today in able individuals. It is a
otto of Scientology to “Make th e Able More
lere are many ways in which Scientology can
four effectiveness. This is done by “auditing,”
e ith ff in groups or by skilled Scientologists.
Second— know the axioms and communication
systems of Scientology.
This is done by the individual or group study of
Scientology itself or in the extreme, at a professional
school of Scientology.
By coming into a knowledge of Man, his purposes
and potentials, you can predict him and thus fashion, in
your own area of influence, a b etter home, a better
group, a b etter society.
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Third— in or out of Civil Defense, bring about, by
communicating to others, a care and consideration on the
p art of leaders on the handling of modern relations.
Fourth— put your support behind United Nation^
programs to handle the Atom Bomb and arm am ent as
a United Nations function and demand th at the United
Nations be composed and act w ith new realism on thesf
problems.
F ifth— work in your community to raise the gener
al social health of that community by reducing illness,
crim inality and irresponsible leadership to a point where
in the event of a national emergency, it cannot engulf
control.
HOW CAN YOU TEST SCIENTOLOGY
Scientology is the most thoroughly validated science
of hum an behavior in existence today because it re
quires so little tim e to prove itself in interested hands.
Although these exercises are an almost childishly
simple part of Scientology, use of them can remedy
headaches and tiredness in some cases w ith consider
able ease.
These exercises are simple to put into operation.
They should be done w here a person will not be dis
turbed by interruptions.

EXERCISE ONE
Look and Act Younger
Sitting somewhere near the center of a room,
close your eyes and “contact” the two upper corners
of the room behind you. Then, holding those corners,
sit still and don’t think. Remain interested only in
those tw o corners.
You can do this for two m inutes (minimum) or
two hours, always w ith benefit. No m atter what hap
pens, simply hold the corners and don't think.
You can do this daily. It will make you look and
act younger.

EXERCISE TWO
Feel Freer
Pick out two sim ilar objects. Then find as many
differences between them as possible.
Now pick out two objects and see w here they are
in relation to each other and your body.
Use these two steps over and over. You will feel
freer and see better.

EXERCISE THREE
B etter Your Memory
Go over this list many times, each time answering
its questions:
Recall a time which really seems real to you.
Recall a time when you were in good communica
tion with some one.
Recall a time when you agreed to something.
Recall a time when somebody disagreed with you.
Recall a time when you liked somebody.
Recall a time when some one agreed with you.
Recall a time when some one was communicating
easily to you.
Recall a time when somebody liked you.
Use this list many times. If “holding corners”
(Exercise One) disturbed you, use this list. If you are
tired or confused, use it.
This exercise can be done for hours.

FIRST AID
If somebody is injured, you can assist in many
ways. A burn or bruise or even sprains or breaks heal
much more swiftly w ith Scientology assists.
The most elem entary of this First Aid treatm ent
is easily done. For ages Man has known that “laying
on of hands” or M other’s kiss was effective therapy.
Even gripping, in pain, an injured member, seems to
help. But Man neglected the most im portant part of
“laying on of hands.” This follows.
Do this exactly and do it w ith a minimum of talk.
Place your index finger or fingers or palm on the
injured member, very lightly, and say to your pa
tient, “P u t your attention on my hand.” Now change
the position of your finger or palm and have the pa
tient do it again.
It is best to touch your patient on spots which
are further from his head than the injury.
Do not talk excessively. But coax him, as you
touch, briefly, spot after spot, to put his attention on
your finger or fingers or palm.
Change the spot every moment or two. Be calm.
Be reassuring.
If your patient experiences pain or trem bling as
a result, keep on for the therapy is working.
Continue in this fashion for many m inutes or half
an hour if necessary, until pain or upset is gone.
During this treatm ent the patient has his eyes
closed.
It is not power from your finger which is healing
him. It is power he generates by “looking” at your
finger down through his body. You are putting him
into communication w ith the injury. His communi
cation w ith it heals it.
Ordinarily injuries, sprains, burns, scalds, brok
en bones, headaches and colds heal slowly because
the patient is avoiding their area w ith his own en
ergy.
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SCIENTOLOGY DEFINED
“Scientology” is a new w ord which names a new
science. It is formed from the Latin word, scio, which
means know (in the broadest sense of this word) and the
G reek word, logos, which means study. Thus, “Scien
tology” means “knowing how to know.”
A science is not merely a collection of facts, neatly
arranged. An essential of a science is th at observations
give rise to theories which, in turn, predict new obser
vations. W hen the new observations are made, they, in
turn, give rise to better theories, which predict further
observations. A science grows. Its most im portant
grow th is not in num bers of facts but in the clarity and
prediction-value of its theories. Many fields which call
themselves sciences substitute fact-collecting for theor
izing, others substitue theorizing for observation. W ith
out both, there is no science. The “exact” sciences con
tradict each other daily. This is not because their obser
vations are wrong, but because they cling to old theor
ies th a t conflict instead of finding th e newer, w ith
which they could predict new observations which their
present theories hide from them.
Scientology has introduced new simplicities of
theory into the field of hum an thought and has brought
the study of hum an thought up to a level at which it
begins to em brace all thought and all life, not only of
man, but of all organisms.
Scientology is not a therapy for the sick, although
from Scientology such a therapy may be derived.
THOUGHT is the subject m atter of Scientology. It
is considered as a kind of “energy” which is not part of
the physical universe. It controls energy, but it has no
wave length. It uses m atter, but it has no mass. It is
found in space, but it has no position. It records time,
but it is not subject to time. In Scientology, the Greek
word (and letter), theta, is used as a symbol for thought.
The MIND may be said to be made up of the
thoughts of a person. The m ind is a theta entity.
The BRAIN is an organic physical entity. It is not
the mind.
"MEST" is a coined word, meaning Matter Energy,
Space and Time, the physical universe. All physical
phenom ena may be considered as energy operating in
space and time. All m atter is reducible to energy op
erating in space and time. The movement of m atter or
energy in tim e is the measure of space. All things are
MEST except theta.
An ORGANISM is a portion of MEST which has
been organized and is being controlled by theta. Organ
isms are alive. They are the physical manifestation of
LIFE. Theta is said, then, to be the “Energy” of life. (It
is not to be confused w ith physical energy, which is the
“E” of "MEST").
MEST is in a constant state of motion. All its parts
are moving w ith respect to each other. M atter cannot
exist w ithout motion. Energy is motion. Space and time
ara defined by motion. A life organism, being partly
MEST, m ust contain motion.
A STATIC is something which has no motion. The
word is from the Latin, sio. meaning stand. No p art of
MEST can be static, b u t theta is static. Theta has no
motion. Even when the MEST it controls is moving in
space and time, theta is not moving, since theta is not
in space or time.
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PROCESSING is a procedure by which an individ
ual recovers his self-determinism. No procedure which
does not bring about increased self-determinism is pro
cessing.
AUDITING is the arrangem ent in which one indi
vidual helps another along the course of processing. To
audit is to listen and compute. The presence of an audi
tor has a value far beyond the m ere words which are
spoken.
SELF-DETERMINISM is the goal of processing. An
individual can be aberrated only by his own decision
about some injury or loss he has suffered. If he decides
not to survive th a t injury or loss, he will to a greater
or lesser degree begin to die.
SANITY is rated on a scale which goes all the way
from death up to levels higher than man has ever been
expected to reach. Somplete sanity would be complete
self-determinism. The level of behavior which we are
willing to accept as sane in ourselves or in others may
change from day to day and year to year. It m ay rise
o r fall. In processing, it rises. There is no advantage in
considering one’s self insane, but there is an advantage
in wishing to be saner than one is. Anyone, through pro
cessing, can become saner than he is.
The term "CLEAR" has risen from the analogy be
tween the mind and a computing machine. Before a
computer can be used to solve a problem, it m ust be
cleared of old problems, of old data and conclusions.
Otherwise, it will add the old conclusions into the new
one and produce an invalid answer. Processing clears
more and more of these problems from the computer.
The completely cleared individual would have all his
self-determinism in present time and would be com
pletely self-determined.
Scientology cannot be fully understood by an un
cleared individual. This means th at one m ust feel one’s
way into Scientology as though into a long passage at
the other end of which a light is shining. It would be
convenient if the whole passage w ere brightly lit, but
since the passage is itself a journey into the light, the
light w ithin it must increase gradually. This is one of
the things which makes an auditor useful.
Mysticism has been an attem pt to travel this pass
age. As nearly as one can tell, the concentrated, aesthe
tic methods of the mystics have brought them exper
iences which have something in common w ith process
ing. But the ability of these individuals to communicate
their experiences to others has been so limited th a t
mysticism may be considered uncommunicable.lt must
be experienced to be understood. Much of this kind of
experience has been evaluated in Scientology.
The efforts of thousands of people over thousands
of years have been required for the development of the
physical science which we now have. The same has been
true in non-physical science. Scientology, the science of
knowledge, is the end product of thousand of years of
thinking and investigation about how man thinks and
w hat life is. Scientology is at th e point of this advance.
The data which have been uncovered in a few years by
L. Ron H ubbard has been waiting to be uncovered since
the beginning of time. Suddenly they are uncovered.
This is the way of nature; for months the flower waits
quietly, seeming to do nothing, then in a few hours it
bursts into bloom. One may do well to recognize that
he is watching the sudden blooming of an incredibly
ancient flower.
(Turn Page)
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We who w ork in Scientology do so because we
think it is at the point of advance of hum an knowledge,
it is the steel tip which is rending th e fabric of the un
known.
Scientology is an invitation to an individual to learn
for him self w hat others have learned before him and
w ill learn after him. If one accepts this invitation, he is
like a m an who accepts an invitation to enter someone’s
house. He should respect th a t house and be a good guest
in it. If he is a good enough guest, he w ill go on living
in the house as long as he wishes.
A FACSIMILE is a theta recording. All physical
perceptions, all effort, emotion and thought which a
person experiences are recorded continuously, and these
recordings are called “facsimilies.” They are not de
pendent upon an organism for their continued existence.
Any facsimile which has been recorded is there to be
recalled—w hen the individual has risen high enough on
the tone scale, when he has regained enough of his selfTSetermmismu
An ENGRAM is a facsimile which is contra-survi
val and of considerable magnitude. An engram which
contains little physical pain but much painful emotion is
called a SECONDARY ENGRAM.
THOUGHT is the causal agent in an organism. It is
thought which causes everything both structural and
functional, th a t happens in an organism. An organism
w ithout thought is already dead.
The idea th a t though exists in complete indepen
dence of MEST is a central theorem of Scientology. By
definition, it is not susceptible to proof in physical
term s, but no theory which makes thought dependent
upon MEST is workable, though numerous experimentsers and authorities spend th eir lives, even today, treat
ing the cause of life as though it w ere the result of a
m olecular accident, and wondering why the problem
gets m ore and more complicated as they continue their
“solution” of it.
"ABERRATION" is a word from the Latin ab-erro,
meaning wander from. An aberrated person wanders
from his self-determined course. He no longer goes
w here he w ants to go now, but goes where he has w ant
ed to go in the past. His course is, therefore, not ration
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al, and he seems to go w herever the environm ent pushes
him. He has as many aberrations as he has hidden con
tra-survival decisions in his past.
The TONE SCALE is the m ain gradient scale of
Scientology. One of the most im portant observations
which led to the formulation of this scale was the change
in emotional manifestation exhibited by a person who
was being processed. The progress from painful emo
tions to pleasant emotions was so reliable and inevit
able an indication of success, th at it became the main
measuring stick of the progress of a case.
Everyone has his customary position on the tone
scale— a manifestation of emotion and behavior which
is his habitual “fram e of mind.” He will rise and fall on
the scale briefly as pleasant and unpleasant things hap
pen to him, but in the m ain he will have one level which
represents his general attitude. Processing can change
th at level, permanently.
Socrates said, “Know thyself.” We are at last com
ing to the" point Where w e can know ourselves, directly,
by our own experience; whence we have come, how long,
we have been in coming, who w e are, w hat we may be
in the future.
THE HUBBARD ASSOCIATION OF
SCIENTOLOGISTS, INTERNATIONAL
Scientology is disseminated by the H ubbard Asso
ciation of Scientologists, International, a non-profit fel
lowship.
The HASI has offices on five continents. Its central
office is located at 06 N orth Third Street, Phoenix, Ari
zona in th e United States. O ther officers are:
Hubbard Guidance Center, 507 M arket Street, Cam
den 2, New Jersey.
H ubbard Association of Scientologists, International,
163 Holland P ark Avenue, London, W. 11, England.
Many publications, tape recordings and services are
available from the HASI.
Scientologists, expert in handling personal or in
dustrial problems, in organizing groups, in handling
various social programs may be contacted through the
HASI.
If you would care to know more about Scientology,
contact th e HAS! or its nearest representative.
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